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New Chinese Cinemas: Forms, Identities, Politics. Edited by 
Nick Browne, Paul Pickowicz， Vivian Sobchack， and Esther 
Yau. New York: Cambridge University Press, 1994. 268 pp. 
US$57.95 cloth (ISBN 0-521-44409-8); US$18.95 paper (0- 
521-44877-8)
Several edited volumes on Chinese cinema have been 
published in the last decade or so. However, New Chinese 
Cinemas stands out as one of the most substantial treatments 
on the subject and marks a new level of sophistication in 
Western scholarship on Chinese film. Apparently influenced by 
the notion of “Greater China” that came into vogue in the late 
1980s, the editors of New Chinese Cinemas show a much 
broader understanding of what constitutes “Chinese cinema” in 
the 1990s by bringing films of Hong Kong and Taiwan into 
serious scholarly discussion.
The book is divided into two parts. The four essays by 
Ning Ma, Nick Browne, Paul Pickowicz and Chris Berry in the 
first part deal with films produced in mainland China; the five 
essays by Fredric Jameson, William Tay, Li Cheuk-To, Esther 
Yau and Leo Ou-fan Lee in the second part discuss films from 
Taiwan and Hong Kong. The term “new Chinese cinemas” in this 
case really refers to the films made in the 1980s in the three 
geographical locations. The essays in this volume were selected 
from some two dozen papers presented at the International 
Conference on Chinese Cinema held at the 
University of California, Los Angeles, in 1990. 
Nevertheless, the book does not represent a 
concerted effort to advocate one single 
approach or ideology in Chinese film studies. 
To the credit of the editors, the volume brings 
together work by scholars from different 
disciplines; as a result, the essays represent 
a wide range of methodologies and theories.
Nick Browne’s well written introduction 
highlights critical issues involved in the study 
of Chinese film. While emphasizing the 
importance of historical context for all films, 
Browne pays particular attention to the
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correlation between social, economical and political changes in 
mainland China and new films that were produced there during 
the 1980s. As for films from Hong Kong and Taiwan, he stresses 
the significance of cultural and psychological dimensions in 
understanding these films. According to him, the common 
feature for films from all three localities, however, is llthe 
emergence of a distinctive stylistic and ideological antinomy that 
serves as an emblem of the deeper dispute over the terms of 
reproduction, reform, or rejection of traditional culture1 (9).
Ning Ma’s essay discusses the connection between 
certain spatial arrangements in Chinese films and traditional 
Chinese ethical values. He sees Xie Jin ’s films as most 
illustrative of that connection. Ma’s in-depth analysis of the five 
films that Xie directed in the 1980s provides further evidence 
that the positioning of characters in Xie's mis-en-scene is done 
in accordance with Confucian ideology about binaries like 
good/evil, outsider/insider, moral/immoral, or individual/society.
Browne’s essay also discusses the conservative 
implications of Xie's films by focusing on Xie's Hibiscus Town 
and his use of melodrama as a social critique. According to 
Browne, such a critique is ultimately limited and ineffective 
because llthe film depicts the disfiguration of the social caused 
by the ‘phallic woman’.” Thus, Xie himself “remains squarely 
within the recognizable terrain of Han culture, and the familiar 
contours and problematics of a socialist vision of life . . ( 5 4 ) .
In Paul Pickowicz’s discussion of three films by Huang 
Jianxin, Pickowicz asserts that "Huang clearly rejects traditional 
socialism, but there is no evidence that he possesses a 
bourgeois consciousness or looks forward to a capitalist future 
for China” （80). Instead, Pickowicz proposes the concept of 
postsocialism as an ideological paradigm to understand films 
from former socialist countries like China: Tostsocialism, the 
ideological counterpart of postmodernism, refers to a cultural 
crisis that is unique to societies that have undergone decades of 
Leninist-S ta lin ist (i.e., what I call traditional socialist) 
development" (80). He suggests it will be much more fruitful to 
discuss films from the People's Republic of China from the 
perspective of postsocialism.
Chris Berry’s title， “Neither One Thing Nor Another: Toward 
A Study of the Viewing Subject and Chinese Cinema in the
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1980s,” captures well the central thesis of his essay. In a self- 
reflective manner, Berry stresses “the impossibility of finding a 
single viewing subject paradigm adequate to describe the 
positioning of the viewer” （109) in the studies of Chinese 
cinema. As he points out, there is no dominant paradigm in 
Chinese films of the 1980s. Rather， “there is a matrix of 
distinguishing factors, among them gender, distanciation, 
identification, subjectivity, emulation, and rejection" (109). 
Therefore, the four or five models that he proposes are limited.
Jameson’s essay， “Remapping Taipei,” is concerned with 
large theoretical issues. His discussion of Edward Yang’s 
Terrorizor constantly refers to works by influential Western 
intellectuals as well as to films by other directors from mainland 
China, Hong Kong and Taiwan. His reading of Terrorizor as an 
allegory about urbanization and modernity accords with the 
overall theoretical exposition of the essay.
William Tay’s essay adopts a unique angle by discussing 
侯孝賢 five of Hou Hsiao-hsien’s films as “initiation” stories. The 
strength of Tay’s essay lies in its comparative perspective， but 
his analysis goes farther than a formalist genre study would. 
Instead, he situates the theme of initiation in the historical 
context of Taiwan’s development since 1949 and hence gives an 
ideological reading of Hou’s early films.
Both Li Cheuk-to and Esther Yau discuss Hong Kong’s 
New Wave Cinema, and both stress the importance of mainland 
China as a backdrop in Hong Kong’s movie scene. While Li’s 
essay slightly tilts towards a sociological explanation, Yau^ 
essay gives more weight to the psychological factor. Yet, both 
essays offer insights into Hong Kong cinema.
Although Leo Ou-fan Lee also discusses Hong Kong film, 
he is concerned with a different set of questions. For him, films 
such as Rouge and Peking Opera Blues reveal certain features 
of postmodernism in Hong Kong cinema as a whole. He argues 
that some examples of Hong Kong’s New Wave Cinema “offer a 
peculiar allegory about the dislocated history of Hong Kong 
under the shadows of Western and Chinese colonialism" (213).
Taken as a whole, the essays in this volume are high 
quality and will be extremely useful for courses dealing with 
Chinese cinema. Only one factor dampens my enthusiasm for 
this book. My reservation comes from a question that a friend of
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mine in China asked me many years ago (it has never been 
answered satisfactorily and therefore still lingers in my mind): 
“Why are Western scholars interested only in certain kinds of 
Chinese films but not in others?” I think this is a much more 
serious question for the study of mainland Chinese films than for 
the study of films in Hong Kong and Taiwan. Essentially, the 
question is whether we can ever form an accurate picture of 
Chinese film based on a limited sampling. Despite the efforts 
made by the contributors in New Chinese Cinemas to steer 
away from some of the well-trodden paths, such as discussions 
of Fifth Generation films, a whole range of other issues, genres 
and motifs in Chinese cinema is left out in this volume. While it is 
not realistic to expect a single volume of essays to be 
comprehensive, the unresolved questions in this field of study 
still need to be acknowledged.
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